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The Prime Decomposition Theorem of Krohn and Rhodes for finite monoids emphasized 
the importance of division (‘is a surmorphism of a submonoid of) for monoids. B. Tilson 
extended this concept to division of graphs and categories. In this strict Tilson ordering we 
prove that between every two finite connected non-trivial (there exists an object with a 
non-identity self arrow) categories or graphs there exists another such. 
Introduction 
In the seminal paper [lo] by Bret T&on, an important ordering, called division 
on categories or semigroupoids (equals category perhaps without some identities) 
is introduced which generalizes division for monoids and semigroups initially 
introduced by Krohn and the author in [4]. 
Tilson introduced this ordering to show that his (one-sided) derived category of 
a morphism had a certain important universal property (see [9, lo]). The two- 
sided derived category introduced in [9] by Tilson and the author, called the 
kernel of a surmorphism (a generalization of the classical kernel for groups) also 
has the universal property but with respect to the two-sided wreath-like products. 
See [9]. 
Herein we investigate this partial order on finite categories (categories with 
finite objects and all horn-sets finite) denoted FCat and prove the following two 
theorems. We say C E FCat is non-trivial iff there exists an object c of C such that 
C(c, c) consists of strictly more than the identity arrow. If C E FCat, let G(C) be 
the (undirected) graph associated with C having vertices the objects of C, and an 
(undirected) edge from c, to c2 iff C(c,, c,) or C(c,, cl) is non-empty. We say C is 
connected iff G(C) is connected (as a graph or topological space). 
In the following < denotes Tilson’s division of [lo], while S 5 T denotes S < T 
but not T < S. 
* Supported in part by NSF grant DMS85-02367. 
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The main results are 
Theorem I. If C, , C2 E FCat, Cz non-trivial and connected and C, 5 C2, then 
3C E FCat such that C, 5 C 5 C,. 
Theorem II. If C,, C, E FCat, C,, C, both non-trivial and connected and C, 5 C2, 
then 3 C E FCat, C non-trivial and connected and C, 5 C 5 C2. 
Let % denote those members of FCat which are non-trivial and connected. 
Then Theorem II asserts that % has the Cantor-Dedekind property-namely, 
between any two strictly ordered ( 5 ) members of %? there exists another member 
of % strictly ordered between. 
For C, , C2 E FCat, C, 5 C2, let [C, , C,] = {C E FCat: C, < C -c C2}. Then, as 
is very well known (due to Cantor, see [2]), for C,, Cz E %, C, 5 C2, [C, , C,] II %’ 
contains a linearly ordered (under <) subset with min C, and max C, and order 
isomorphic to the rational numbers in the interval [0, 11. Hence given any 
C, , Cz E %, C, 5 C2, any countable linear order can be represented as a subset of 
finite categories in [C, , C,] fl %’ under <. See [2]. 
For example, a linearly ordered set of finite categories under < lies between Zz 
and iZ4, isomorphic to the rational numbers in [0, 11. Here Z2,, Z, are the finite 
cycle groups Z2 and Z.,, considered as one-object categories, of orders two and 
four respectively. 
It can also be shown that analogues of Theorems I and II actually hold for finite 
directed or non-directed graphs with the Tilson ordering. See [8]. 
1. Preliminaries 
The results of this section are in the main elementary but important. Almost all 
the results were independently derived by Tilson, but omitted due to length 
considerations from [lo]. However, we need these results later so we must present 
them. 
Hence, this section should be considered joint work with Tilson. Lemma 1.25 is 
due to Tilson. 
Notation 1.1. (a) In the main (but loosely) we follow the notation of Tilson’s [lo], 
or of Eilenberg’s and Tilson’s [l]. 
(b) C with various subscripts, superscripts, etc., usually denote a (small) 
category, while S or D with various subscripts or superscripts usually denotes a 
(small) semigroupoid (equals category perhaps without all the identities). Sgoid 
denotes the collection of all semigroupoids. Cat denotes the collection of all 
categories. 
(c) S’ denotes the semigroupoid S made into a category by adjoining the 
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(minimal) number of identities. Semigroups are, of 
groupoids while monoids are one-object categories. 
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course, one-object semi- 
full suboid with objects X and V,‘x,, x2 E X, 
Obj(S) denotes the objects of S. Vc,, c2 E Obj(S), S(c,, c2) denotes the 
horn-set of all arrows of S which begin at c, and end at c,. S(c, c) is also denoted 
by S(c) and is termed the base semigroup at c. Similarly for c E Obj( C): C(c) is 
the base monoid at c. 
If Xc Obj(S), S(X) denotes the 
S(X)@,, x2) = S(x,, xz). 
(d) S E Sgoid is finite iff Obj(S) 
FSgoid (FCat), respectively, denote 
all finite categories). 
(4 G(S), th e un ( d irected) graph associated with S, by definition has vertices the 
objects of S and any (undirected) edge from c, to c2 iff S(c,, c2) or S(c,, cl) is 
non-empty. We say S is connected iff G(S) is connected as an undirected graph 
is finite and every horn-set is finite. We let 
the set of all finite semigroupoids (the set of 
(or as a topological space). 
The following definitions are due to Tilson in [lo] or from preliminary versions 
of [lo] and are of critical importance. It introduces the important concept of 
division of categories and semigroupoids; it generalizes the existing notion for 
monoids or semigroups due to Krohn and Rhodes in [4]. 
Definition 1.2-l Let S and T be semigroupoids. A relationa morphism 
q:S<I T 
consists of the following 
(a) an object function 
data: 
9 : Obj(S)+ Obj(T), and 
(b) for each horn-set S(c, c’) of S, a horn-set relation 
q : S(c, c’)-+ qccp, c’cp) 
satisfying 
(i) sq # 0 for all arrows s, and 
(ii) sqos’q 2 (ss’)~ for all composable arrows of S. 
When cp satisfies condition (ii), we will say that cp is multiplicative. 
Observe that when each horn-set relation is a function, a relational morphism is 
the usual morphism of semigroupoids. 
A set relation R : X+ Y will be called injective if whenever Y belongs to both 
xR and x’R, then x = x’. Equivalently, R is injective if R-l : Y* X is a partial 
function. Note that injective functions are injective relations. 
A relational morphism is a division, written 
’ See also Lemma 1.36. 
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q:S< T 
if each horn-set relation is an injective relation. 
Both relational morphisms and divisions are closed under composition; there- 
fore they are transitive relations on semigroupoids. Furthermore, the identity 
morphism on a semigroupoid is a division, so they are both reflexive and define 
preorders on semigroupoids. Division is the ordering of primary interest; relation 
morphisms play an auxiliary role. 
We will say that S divides T or T coverts S and write 
S<T 
if there exists a division cp : S < T. We will call semigroupoids S and T equivalent 
(and write S - T) if 
S<T and T<S. 
Equivalent finite semigroups are isomorphic; such cannot be said about equivalent 
finite semigroupoids. In fact, it is quite common for a semigroupoid to be 
equivalent to one of its subsemigroupoids. 
We also write S 5 T for S < T and T < S is false. Equivalently S 5 T iff S < T 
and not S - T. Of course T > S if S < T and T 2 S if S _I T.2 
We let X denote direct product of oids or categories. We let G denote isomor- 
phism of oids or categories. 
Note S(X) < S. See Lemma 1.36. 
We are interested in the po-set (Sgoids/-, <), particularly restricted to FSgoid 
and FCat, and very interested in what linear orders (under <) can occur among 
the subsets in {X/ - : X < S} with X, S E FSgoid or X, S E FCat. 
Definition 1.3. For {D,: a E Q(} C FSgoid, let D = V {D,: a E QI} denote the 
semigroupoid with objects the (disjoint) union of Obj(D,) for a E (Y. The 
horn-sets of D are the (disjoint) union of the horn-sets of each D,. We write 
V(D,, . . . , D,) as D, v- v D,. V is read join. 
In Fact 1.4(a, b) following we ignore set-theoretic considerations. 
Fact 1.4. (a) (Sgoid/- <) is a lattice with LUB, GLB for all subsets. V is LUB. 
(b) (Cat/-, <) is a sublattice with LUB, GLB for all subsets. 
(c) (FSgoid/ -, <) is an upper semilattice with LUB(D, , D2) = D, v D,. 
(FCat/-, <) is a sub upper semilattice with LUB( C, , C2) = C, v C2. 
2S~TandS<T might be better notation, but Tilson began with S < T so we keep with it. 
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Proof. We first require 
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Fact 1.5. Let {D,: a E cu} be a collection of semigroupoids. Then 
(a) VaEcu, D,< V{D,:aEcr}; 
(b) If D is a semigroupoid and Va E cy, D, -K D, then V {D,: a E a} < D. 
Proof. The obvious proof works. Namely, in (a), let the object function be the 
inclusion map and let each horn-set relation also be the inclusion map. 
To verify (b), let the division of V {D, : a E Q( } be furnished by unioning the 
object functions for each division D, -K D to obtain the desired object function 
and let the horn-set relations also be obtained by union. 
This proves Fact 1.5 since we always have the trivial but useful 
Fact 1.6. Let S, T E Sgoid. Let cp denote an object function and also, for each 
horn-set S(c, c’) of S, a horn-set relation cp : S(c, c’)+ T(ccp, c’cp). 
Then 9 is a relational morphism (a division) iff cp is a relational morphism (a 
division) restricted to each suboid of S generated by any two composable arrows 
cx, p the product arrow y together with the (5 3) objects consisting of initial or 
final objects of cy, p, Y. 
In particular 9 is a relational morphism (a division) iff q, restricted to any full 
suboid consisting of any three objects, is a relational morphism (a division). 
Proof. Trivial. ??ICI 
We now verify Fact 1.4. First, Fact 1.5 implies V is LUB in the po-set 
(Sgoid/-, <) for all subsets. 
As is well known, GLB(X) = LUB(LB X) where LB X denotes {y: V’x E 
X, y < x}. LB X is always non-empty since it always contains the empty category. 
This proves Fact 1.4(a). 
To show Fact 1.4(b) we require 
Fact 1.7. (a) ‘da, CO E Cat implies V {C,: a E a!} E Cat. 
(b) S < T implies S’ < T’ and T E Cat iff T’ = T so S < T and T E Cat implies 
S-K T. 
Proof. Trivial; see however Remark 1.31. 0 
Now Facts 1.7(a) and 1.4(a) imply (Cat/-, X) is an 
(Sgoid/-, x). But Fact 1.7(b) implies for XC Cat, 
{D’: D E Y}) and LUB(LB(X)‘) = LUB(LB(X)). 
upper sub-semi-lattice of 
(LB(X))* c LB(X) (Y’ = 
Thus since GLB(X) = 
LUB(LB(X)) is the formula for GLB in (Sgoid/--, <), Fact 1.4(b) follows. 
The rest of Fact 1.4 is similar. We caution that FSgoid or FCat is not closed 
under - but by definition of FSgoid/ - or FCat/ - we can always choose a 
representative in FSgoid or FCat, which we do. 0 
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Remark 1.8. (a) We have ignored set-theoretic considerations in Fact 1.4(a), (b). 
(b) FSgoid/ - and FCat/- are infinite countable sets. 
Proof. The number of D E FSgoid/ - with (some representative) having zz k 
objects and 5 n arrows is clearly finite. Denote the set of all such D E FSgoid/- 
by f(k, n). Then FSgoid/- = U { f(k, n): k, n 2 0}, so FSgoid is countable. We 
will see later that FCat/ - is infinite. See Characterization 1.9 below. 
(c) Let CO-Sgoid denote those members of Sgoid having finite or countable 
objects but with all horn-sets finite. CO-Cat by definition equals CO-Sgoid 17 Cat. 
Then b’D,, D, E FSgoid 3 D in CO-Sgoid, with D also denoted by D, A D,, such 
that D -c D, and D < D, and 
(*:> if SEFSgoid and S< D, and S< D,, then S< D. 
D, A D, is uniquely determined (up to -) by the property: if D satisfies (*) and if 
any D E Sgoid satisfies (*), then D, A D, -=c D. 
Proof. Let D, A D, equal the GLB in Sgoid of X, where X is the intersection of 
the LB’s of D, in FSgoid and the LB’s of D, in FSgoid. Now X is countable by 
Remark 1.8(b), so V X = D, A D, E CO-Sgoid. By Fact 1.5(b), D, A D, < D, and 
D, A D, -K D,. By Fact 1.5(a), D, A D, satisfies (*). 0 
(d) We note that if Sgoid, FSgoid, and CO-Sgoid are replaced in Remark 1.8(c) 
everywhere by Cat, FCat, C&at, then everything remains valid. 
(e) Open question: Is it possible to construct examples showing (FCat/ -, <) 
and (FSgoid / - , <) are not lattices? I.e. is it possible to find C,, C2 E FCat so that 
GLB(C,, C2) do not exist in (FCat/-, <)? Note by Remark 1.8(c), (d), 
GLB(C,, Cz) exists in C&-Cat. 
Characterization 1.9 (Finite division of 1’). (a) For each integer n, 2 0 we shall 
denote by n the semigroupoid with n objects and no arrows. Thus n’ denotes the 
smallest category with n objects. 1’ is the one-element semigroup. 
(b) For each integer n 2 0 we shall denote by ii the semigroupoid with n + 1 
objects (0, 1,2, . . . , n} and ii(i, i) empty for i 5 i and exactly one arrow for i < j. 
The multiplication of composable arrows is the only one possible: 
Picture of 2. 
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Picture of 5. 
We can generalize Definition 1.9(b) as follows. 
(c) If (X, I) is a finite po-set (X is a finite set, 5 is a reflexive, transitive, 
antisymmetric relation), then S(X, 5) is the semigroupoid with objects X and 
hom(x,, x2) = 0 unless x1 < x2 (x, 5 x2, x, # x,) in which case hom(x,, x2) has 
exactly one arrow. The multiplication is the only one possible. ii is 
S({O, 17% - * ’ 7 n}, 5) with ({O,l, . . i , n}, 5) the usual linear order on 
(0, . . . ) n}. 
(d) For S E FSgoid, we say S is simplicial iff Vc,, c2 E Obj(S), S(c,, c2) has at 
most one element. 
(4 0 FSgoid by definition equals {S: S E FSgoid and all base semigroups of S are 
empty > * 
Characterization 1.10 (oid divisions of 1’). (a) 1’ - 2’ - 3’ - - - - . 
(b) Let S E FSgoid, then S -K 1’ iff S is simplicial. 
(c) Let S E FSgoid, then S 2 1’ iff S is simplicial and S E &-ssoid. 
(d) A representative set (up to -) of all FSgoid divisions of 1’ is 0 5 6 5 i 5 
2 5. . .I 6 5 * . .s (1)‘. 
f) 
??= 1’
Picture of generators of all inequivalent oid divisors of 1’ 
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Hence a representative set (up to -) of all simplicial members of OFSgoid is 
fl<&i<Z+-+i;-+. . 
Proof. (a) Trivial but interesting. It follows from 
Trivium 1.11. D v D - D. In fact, if Va E QI # 0, D, = D, then V {D,: a E CU} - 
D. 
Note n’ s (1’ v 1’ v - - - v 1’) n-times. 
(b) Trivial but again the proof is very interesting. Since the horn-set relation is 
injective, it is clear that divisors of simplicial oids are simplicial. If S is simplicial it 
is clear that S -K 1’ by defining the only possible divisor and checking that it works. 
(Why? Why injective? Why multiplicative? Interesting!) 
(c) Again trivial but interesting. It follows from 
Trivium 1.12. If q provides a division 4p : D, < D,, cl E Obj(D,), then D,(c,) -C 
D, (cl 90) (semigroup division). I.e. if D, < D, (semigroupoid division), then each 
base semigroup of D, divides, in the sense of semigroups, some base semigroup of 
4, 
Now Trivium 1.12 implies that if 1’ < S, then some base semigroup of S is 
non-empty. On the other hand, if S is simplicial with some base semigroup B # 0, 
then ~‘-cB-cS-C~’ on S-l’. This proves (c). 
To show (d) we must do a little work. (Actually most of it has already been 
done by Dedekind.) We first observe 
Fact 1.13. S E OFSgoid and S is simplicial iff S z S(X, 5) for some po-set (X, 5). 
(See Characterization 1.9(c) for definitions.) 
Proof. Clearly S(X, 2) E OFSold and is simplicial. Conversely, if S i OFSsoid and S 
is simplicial, define c1 I c2 iff c1 = c, or S(c, , c2) # 0. Then I is reflective, 
transitive (because multiplication of ‘abutting’ arrows must be defined) and 
antisymmetric (S(c,, c2) # 0 and S(c,, cl) # 0 implies S(c,, cl) # 0) because S E 
0 FSgoid * Then clearly S F S(X, I). This proves Fact 1.13. 0 
Lemma 1.14. Let S = S(X, 5). Then S - 6 where n is the (object) length of the 
longest chain minus 1 in (X 5). 
Proof (Dedekind). Let h : Obj(S) -w (1, . . . , n + l} be the Dedekind height func- 
tion for (X, s), i.e. h(c) is the maximum length (equals number of objects) of an 
upward chain beginning at c, i.e. h(c) = max{ j 2 1: c = c, 2 c2 5 * - - 5 ci}. Then 
~1 I: ~2 3 MC,) 2 h(c2) @ ecause for any chain upward from c, we can place c, at 
the beginning getting a strictly longer chain upward from cl). Let n + 1 be the 
max value of h on X. 
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Then let the object function q :Obj(S)+ (1, . . , , n} be defined by q(c) = 
(n+l)-h(c). Then cp:X-+{O,... ,n} and c11:c2+c1(p~cZ~. Now cp 
will provide a division cp:S <ii since S(c,, c,)#0*c,5c,3c,cp5 
cz’p +i(c, qo, c*‘p) z 0, so S(X, ‘) -=c ii. 
Now by restricting to the full suboid consisting of a longest chain, we im- 
mediately see it is isomorphic (z) to n, so 
This proves (d) and hence Characterization 1.10. 0 
Summary 1.15 (results on divisors of 1’). (a) Up to equivalence the only divisors 
1’ in FCat are 0 and 1’. 
(b) Up to isomorphism (s) all the proper (non-equivalent) divisors of 1’ are of 
the form S(X, I), (X, 5) a po-set, and conversely, 
(c) Up to equivalence (-) all the proper divisors of 1’ are 0 5 6 5 i 5 2 5 - - - 5 
i;-p.* , i.e. of the form S(finite linear order). 
(d) In (FSgoid, <) the following are gaps3: 
Definition 1.16. (a) Let D EFSgoid. By definition, a(D) equals max 
{ID(c,, c2)I: cl, c2 E Obj(D)}. Hence 1x1 denotes the cardinality of X and so 
a(D) is a non-negative integer. Note D. is simplicial iff a(D) I 1. 
(b) For k L 0 let E, denote the member of FSgoid with two objects c0 and c, 
and k arrows from c0 to c,. 
Picture of E,. 
Clearly a(Ek) = k. 
Fact 1.17. (a) Let D,, D, EFSgoid. Then D, -C D, implies a(DI) 5 a(D2). Hence 
ct(DI) # a(D2) implies D, is not equivalent to D,. 
(b) In (FCat, <), 1’ 2 E; is a gap. 
Proof. (a) Choose c I, c2 E Obj(D,) so ID,(c,, c2)I = a(D,). Then if 50 : D, < D, is 
a divisor, a(D1) = IDl( c,, c2)( s ID,(c,v, c24p)( 5 a+(D) (with the first I because 
40 is an injective relation). This proves (a). 
3xJy is a gap iff x<z<y*x-2 or z-y. See [2]. 
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To verify (b) we use 
Trivium 1.18. For D E FSgoid, k 5 a(D) iff E, < D. 
Proof. If E, < D, then k = (x(E~) 5 Q(D). C onversely if a(D) = k, then D has a 
full suboid E to E, or a base semigroup of order 2 k. But clearly E, is covered by 
any semigroup of order 2 k. Finally E, 5 E, 2 - - - 5 Ek since a(E,) = i. 0 
We now verify Fact 1.17(b). Trivially 1 ’ 5 E; since 1’ is a full suboid of E; and 
a(l’) = 1 < 2 = CY(E~). Suppose 2 E FCat with 1’ < 2 -K E;. Then 1 = a(1’) 5 
a(Z) L: CZ( E;) = 2. Hence Q!(Z) is 1 or 2. But a restatement of Characterization 
1.10(b), (c) is 
Fact 1.19. For 2 E FCat, ~(2) = 1 iff 2 - 1’. 
Hence if ~(2) = 1 we are done. Otherwise CL(Z) = 2. Hence by Trivium 1.18, 
E, < Z, so E; < Z’ = Z, so E; - Z. This proves Fact 1.17. 0 
Conjecture 1.20. Perhaps surprisingly E; 5 EJ (or Ei 2 EA,, , for rz 2 2) is not a 
gap in FCat. We do not prove this here. In fact we conjecture 0 5 1’ 5 E; are the 
only gaps in FCat. See [8]. 
We would now like to investigate the relation between isomorphism (z) and 
equivalence (-) and find some useful conditions when they coincide, at least in 
the finite case. 
Definition 1.21. cp : S -K T is a retract iff 
(a) T is a full suboid of S, i.e. T = S(X), Obj(T) = XC Obj(S); 
(b) The object function cp constricted to X is the identity; and 
(c) Vc,, c2 E X = Obj( T), <p : S( c,, c2)+ T(c,, cz) is the identity function. 
We say S is a retract of T iff there exists a retract q : S -C T. The relation ‘is a 
retract of’ is transitive and reflexive, as is easy to verify. Clearly ‘is a retract of 
implies equivalence. 
For example, every base monoid M of a sirnplicial category C is a retract of C. 
Of course M z (1). 
We say D is reduced iff the only retract cp of D is the identity retract. 
As is usual in category theory (see [5]), we write c, z c2 for objects c, , c2 of the 
category C (read c1 is isomorphic to cz) iff 3a, E C(c,, cz), p E Ccc,, cl), SO that 
cup is the identity arrow at c, and pcl is the identity arrow at c2. 
Isomorphism is an equivalence relation on Obj( C). 
In the following we use ‘jinite’ heavily. 
Proposition 1.22. Let T, S E FSgoid. 
(a) Let S’ be a full suboid which S divides and which is minimal (in the sense of 
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set inclusion on objects). Then S’ is a retract of S and any two such are isomorphic. 
We let S’ denote any such one, well defined up to isomorphism, and term S’ the 
reduction of S. 
(b) (S’)’ G S’ so S is reduced iff S’ G S and the reduction of any S is reduced. If 
S and T are reduced, then S r T if-f S - T, i.e. restricting to reduced members of 
FSgoid (which includes all of FSgoid up to equivalence, in fact up to the closure of 
isomorphism and the inverse and direct of ‘is a retract of ‘), isomorphism and 
equivalence coincide. Up to 3 exactly one reduced member of each - class of 
members of FSgoid. 
(c> Any retract of a category is a category. Reduced categories have no distinct 
isomorphic objects. (For a generalization see Lemma 1.25 below.) 
Proof. (a) Since full suboid is transitive and implies division, all proper full 
suboids of S’ are proper divisors of S by the minimality condition. (This also 
shows (S’)’ = S of (b).) 
Let cp:S<S’=S(X) be a division with Obj(S’)=XcObj(S). 
cp : Obj(S)-+ X = Obj(S’), cp is onto by the minimality of S’ (since clearly 
S < S(Obj(S)<p)). Better, ‘v’n 2 1, qO” : S < S’ is a division with object function cp” 
onto X ((p* is the division given by the composition of the object function 
and q*:S( c,, c*)-+ S&P23 c2’p2) is the composition of the relations 
S(c,, &S(C#, c,cp)~S(c,cpcp, c,rp<ph etc). It is easy to verify q2 is a division. 
In fact, composition of divisions (relational morphism) is again a division (rela- 
tional morphism). 
Since Im cp = X = Im q *, cp permutes X so 3n 11 (1X1! will work) such that the 
object function cp restricted to X is the identity. Then for Vxl, x2 E X, 
9O” : S(x,, x2)-+ S(x,, x2) must be a permutation (since (qn)-’ is injective and 
S(x,, x2) is finite). Hence 3k 2 1 (n . n {IS(x,, x2)1!: x1, x2 E X} = k will work) 
so that ‘pk is the identity on X and the identity relation on 
cp k : S(x,, x2) -+ S(x,, x,)Vx,, x2 E X. Hence cp k : S < S’ is a retract. 
The above argument also shows that if S and T are reduced and S - T, then 
S z T, because if ‘pl : S < T and <pz : T < S are divisions, then (pz’pl : S < S and 
qol 47* : T < T are divisions and both object functions are onto since S and T are 
reduced. Hence, by the previous argument, 3 k, , k, so (~*q~)~l, (cpl (p2)k2 are the 
identity divisions. Hence T G S. 
This proves (a) and (b). 
We next prove (c) by showing 
Lemma 1.23. If C is a category with distinct isomorphic objects c,, c2, then 
C(Obj(c) - {c,}) is a retract of C. 
Proof. Let a! E C(c,, c,), y E C(c 1, c2) so cry, ‘ya are identities. Define q : C < 
C(Obj(c) - {c,}) = C, by cl~ = c2, and for c# c, let cq = c. Define 
cp: C(c,, c)+ C(c,cp = c,, c) by @ = ap. Define p: C(c, c,)+ C(c, cl’p = c2) by 
flq = By. Define q : C(c,, c,)-+ C(c,, c,) by & = a/37. Otherwise q is the identi- 
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ty relation. We claim 9 : C < C, is a retract. The verification is straightforward but 
tedious (see Lemma 1.25 below). 
This proves Proposition 1.22. ??ICI 
Corollary 1.24 (of the proof). The following observation was made by Tilson. In 
the above proof we only need ~a as the identity, i.e. c1 (f: c2 (meaning SC, 4 c2, 
c2 -% c1 with yc~ identity). Hence, 
Lemma 1.25 (Tilson). If C E FCat and A4 is the subset of Obj(c) maximal under 
4, then C(M) is a retract of C. In particular, if C E FCat is reduced, then 
cl, c2 E (W(C) and c1 & c2 implies c, = c2. 
Proof. Same as for Lemma 1.23 with isomorphism of objects replaced by &. 
The tedious verification proceeds as follows (see explanation below). 
Y (Y 
c,--+c, , c2 * cl , ‘ycr identity, c # c1 , 
PI P2 
c c c + PI P2 PlP2 
c c Cl + PI P2Y PI&Y 
C Cl c + P1r 42 PlP2 
C Cl Cl + PlY @2y P1P2Y 
c, c c 3 4 P2 41 P2 
Cl c c1 * 41 P2r QP,P,Y 
c, Cl c + 4lY 42 41 P2 
Cl Cl Cl + NVY 427 4lP2Y 
This table means, if cl 2 c, -% cg yields 
then we write cl, c,, cg 4 &q, &q, &&qx Hence, by inspection, 7~ = idcl im- 
plies C(Obj(c) - {cl}) is a retract of C via the retract of Lemma 1.23. 13 
A simple but sometimes useful criterion for reduced is 
Lemma 1.26. Let S E FSgoid. Suppose for all cl, c2, cg E Obj(S) with cl # c2, 
m=mc,, CA P(C2~ cdl)> I%, CJ * U-1) 
(I.e. all non-loop horn-sets or the reverse horn-sets are strictly larger than any loop 
horn-set.) Then S is reduced. 
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Proof. If S is not reduced, then 3 retract cp and c E Obj(S) with c # ctp. Then 
S(c<p, ccp) has a partial function 9 - ’ onto S(c, ccp) and onto S(ccp, c), so 
max(lS(c, crp)l, lS(ctp, c)l) 5 ]S(ccp, cq)l. This violates (1.1). Hence S is 
reduced. Cl 
Corollary 1.27. Let M be any monoid of order 2 2. Then in (FCat, <) (where x 
denotes direct product of semigroupoids), 
M 
;lfih ii M 1 M i 
Picture of (A4 X Z)*. 
In this picture ??-m denotes I MI arrows; * 
Cl M c2 
? 
mk 
M= (ml,. . . , 
ml “2 
mk>, etc. The product ;, + ; + ; equals ,Z; , etc. 
Proof. i-&4+~+i+~ - < l’, so M (as one-object category) satisfies 
(M Xi)* < (M X i)* < (M X3)*< -+k'x ii)'< -<(M x 1')' 
Z'%M, (W 
as is easy to verify since D, -C D,, D, < D, implies D, x D, < D, X D, and 
D, < D, implies 0; < 0;. However in S, = (M X ii)‘, 
L-W, j>l= i i&, 
i= j, i<j, 
0, j< i, 
so (1.1) holds since IMJz2. 
Hence each member of (1.3) is reduced and since each has a different number 
of objects they are not isomorphic; so by Proposition 1.22(b) they are not -, so 
5 holds, i.e. (1.2) holds. ??
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Corollary 1.28. Let C be any non-trivial member of FCat (i.e. c E FCat and some 
base monoid M of C contains strictly more than just the identity). Then there exists 
an in.nite ascending countable chain below C. 
Proof. M < C and apply Corollary 1.27 to M # 1. Cl 
We next consider some examples which illustrate how some members of 
S E FSgoid can be shown to be reduced. 
Definition. 1.29. (a) For q 11, let 4” denote the semigroup with elements 
(0, 192, * - * , q - l} and multiplication a + b = 0 for a, b E q. Note 1 ql= q. 
(b) For n 2 1, let, Ln+2 EFSgoid with n + 2 objects {co, cl,. . . , c,+~} and 
generated by 
_ $k_r gexample, for n = 1, L, equals that member of FSgoid generated by 
l+ 1 + 5 which equals 
Picture of L,. 
and cO & c1 b c2 equals cO -% c2, c2 -k c2 & cz equals c2 4, c*, etc. 
Precisely for n2 1, L,,, has n +2 objects (co, c,, . . . , c,, c,+~}. 
L,+2(cj7 'j>=' for OrjSn, 
L,+*(ci, ci+I) = 5 for i = 1, . . . , t-2. 
Ln+2(cn+l, $+I) = 3; Ln+*(c*, c,) = 5, 
L n+2(~i,~j)=l for OSi<i+l5jzSn+l. 
The multiplication is given by multiplying the labels in 5. 
Proposition 1.30. For k ~3, 
in FSgoid; and for k 2 3, 
in FCat. 
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Proof. We first show (1.4). For k 2 3, 5 < L, < 5 as is easily seen. Further, for 
t-3, (~,$,‘+i -K L, is a division where (pk : (0, . . . , k} ++ (0, . . . , k - l} by 
kqk = k - 1 and jqk = i for 0 ‘i 5 k - 1. Further, (pk : L,+,(i, j)+ Lk(&, js~,) is 
given by injection on the labels of the arrows. 
However, we now show each L, is reduced, so (1.4) follows since clearly none 
of the terms are isomorphic. 
The technique to show L, is reduced is interesting in its own right. 
Let cp : L, < Lk(X) be a retract. It suffices to show Vc E Obj(L,), cq = c. First 
cO’p = c0 since 1 L,(c,, cl)1 = 5 is a strict maximum (i.e. 1 L&,, cJ 2 IL,@,, cl)1 
implies c, = cO, c, = ci) and by definition of division (of which retract is a special 
case), Iw,43 w)I 1 IM% CAL 
Then c, cp = c, implies c2’p = c2 since I L,(c, , c2)( = 3 is a strict maximum among 
L,(c,, cj) (i.e. I L,(c,, Cj)l 2 I L,(C,, $)I implies c2 = ci since (L,(c,, ci # c,)l < 
3), and by division I Lk(cl, c2)I 4 I Lk(cl’p = c,, c2’p)1. 
Then, by the same argument, c2q = c2 implies c3’p = c3, etc. Hence cp is the 
identity and L, is reduced. 
Note the subtle difference between < and retract. 
Now exactly the same arguments prove (1.5). (See the following,warning.) 0 
Remark 1.31 (Warning). Suppose we had defined Ln+2 by the member of FSgoid 
with n + 2 objects generated by 
Then the above arguments yield for k 2 3 
but Vk Z- 3, as is not too difficult to verify, ?* is a retract of LL, so 
Hence the operation S to S’ can change the 5 ordering considerably. 
We note that (1.5) shows {C E FCat: C < ?} does not satisfy the DCC 
(descending chain condition) for 5 . 
We say C E FCat is trivial or C E CAT( 1) or C E CAT, (1) iff Vc E Obj(C), 
C(c, c) = (1). 
Lemma 1.32 (Characterization of the trivial finite categories). Let C E FCat. 
Then C is trivial iff 3n 2 0 such that (C x ii)’ - C. 
Proof. C -K C, and ii < l’, so C X ii < C X 1’ r C. Hence (C x ii)' - C iff C < 
(C x i7)‘. (C x ii)' is trivial, and divisions of trivial are trivial, so (C x ii)' - C 
implies trivial. 
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Conversely, let C E FCat be trivial. We can assume C is reduced. Consider the 
bonded components of C (see [lo]). Now C E CAT( 1) implies any two objects of 
the same bonded component are isomorphic, so bonded components are one- 
object, since C is reduced and Proposition 1.22(c) applies. 
Now consider the relation 5 on Obj(C) given by c, 5 c2 iff C(c,, c,) # 0. Then 
(Obj(C), -) -= is a po-set (c 5 c by existence of identities, transitivity by existence 
of products in category, c, 5 c2 4 c1 H cl, c2 in the same bonded component iff 
c1 = c2, since bonded components are singletons). 
Also bonded comp,onent singletons imply C = S’ where S has no identities at 
any objects, since (x1 - - * an = id, 3 all ~i’S start and end in component of c, 
implies cyi loops at c, implies (Y~ = 1 since C E CAT( 1). Hence Vc E Obj(S) = 
Obj(C), S(c) = 0. 
Now let h be the Dedekind height function of (Obj( C), s). Hence h(c) (see 
Lemma 1.14) is the number of objects of the longest path of arrows from c in S. 
Note no path in S is a loop, so h is well defined. Normalize h as in Lemma 1.14, 
i.e. consider (c)q = n + I- (c)h where n + 1 is the maximum value of h on 
Obj(S). Hence c1 5 c2 3 clp 5 c2’p. (See proof of Lemma 1.14.) Let rp -l(i) = xi) 
so Obj(S) = X0 + X1 + - - * +XnandS(c,,cj)#OandciEX,,cjEXiimpliesi<j. 
Now consider (C x ii)’ = C. We claim C is isomorphic to the full subcategory 
C(X, x (0) u x* x (1) u x.2 x (2) U *. . u X, x {n}) given by mapping xi E 
Xi-+xi x {i}. Done! •i 
Decomposition 1.33 (Component decomposition of the S E FSgoid). If S E 
FSgoid, let G(S) be the (undirected) graph associated with S having vertices 
Obj(S) and an (undirected) edge from c, to c2 iff S(c,, c2) or S(c,, c,) is 
non-empty. We say S is connected iff G(S) is connected, i.e. iff there exists a path 
between distinct points. Let X1, . . . , X,, be the connected components of G(S), 
so Obj(S) = X, + - - . + X,, each Xi # pI and each S(Xi) is connected. We term the 
S(Xi) the connected components of S. 
Fact 1.34. (a) S is isomorphic to the join of its connected components. 
(b) If q : S < T is a division, and S(Xi) is a connected component of S, then 
3 ! Yi so Xi cp C_ Yi and S( Yi) is a connected component of T, i.e. under division 
connected components are mapped into connected components. 
(c) In the - equivalence class of S E FSgoid, there exists a unique - to 
isomorphism - SC such that 
(i) S - SC; 
(ii) SC z S”(X,) v * * . v S’(X,) with the right-hand side being the connected 
components of SC ; 
(iii) Each S”(Xi> is reduced; 
(iv) The S”(X,), . . . , S”(X,) are pariwise incompatible in the < ordering. 
Proof. (a) Trivial, since S(xi, xj) = $3 if xi, xi belong to distinct connected compo- 
nents of G(S). 
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(b) Easy, since S(c,, c2) # 03 T(c,cp, c*(p) # 0. 
(c) First, an SC exists satisfying (i)-(iv) because first write S g S(Y,) v - - - v 
S(Y,) as the join of its connected components. Take the reduction on each S( Yi), 
S(Yi)‘, SO S ~ S(Y,)’ V ’ ’ ’ v S( Y,)‘. NOW if any of the S(Y,)’ are comparable, 
throw away the divisor (if - take one), leaving S( Yk,)‘, . . . . , S( Yk )’ and take 
SC = S(YkJ v * - - v S(Ykm)‘. 
m 
NOW suppose Sy and Si both satisfy (i)-(iv). Then by (i), Si < Si < Sp via 
cpl, pZ. Suppose Sf = $(X1) v * * * v S:(X,), Si = Si(Z,) v . . . v S;(Z,) given by 
(ii). Then by (a), (Y)ql c zfri,, +&)R C Ygci, and Sf(Yj) -K Si(Y,& so by (iv), 
g(j) =j, and no = 4. Hence Sf(Y,) < Sc2(Zfcj,) < So. NOW by (iii) and Propo- 
sition 1.22(b), Si(Yj) z Sz(Zfcj,) for a permutation on (1,. . . , m}. Hence Si s 
Si. Done. 0 
Definition 1.35. (See [l].) Let V be a + or * variety of finite semigroups (i.e. a 
collection of finite semigroups (monoids) closed under finite direct products and 
division of semigroups (which is monoid)). For n = 1,2,3, . . . , n, . . . or o let 
Cat,(V) = {C E FCat: VX C_ Obj(C) with 1x15 n 3 a member of V E V such that 
C(X) < V}. Elsewhere Cat,(V) was denoted Cat(V) and Catw (V) was denoted 
V CAT - 
By replacing FCat by FSgoid we define aid,(V). 
Cat,(l) is what we have termed the trivial categories while Cat, (1) are exactly 
the simplicial categories which up to - are just 1’ or 0 (see Characterization 
1.10). 
oid,( 1) are the simplicial members of FSgoid which up to equivalence are 0, ii 
for n L 0 or 1’. See Characterization 1.10. 
Lemma 1.36 (Factorization Lemma for division) .4 In the following, S, , S, E Sgoid. 
However everything can be done for Cat. 
The most general definition of relation R of S, to S, is R is a suboid of S, X S,, 
R-S, 
P2 
Pl 
where pi is the restriction of the jth projection map to R, so p1 and p2 are 
morphisms of oids R into S,, and R into S,, respectively. 
4 The results, not the exposition of this part (Lemma 1.36-Lemma 1.38), are due to Tilson and 
Eilnnheru 
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Hence this definition 
phism because, given 
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of relation of oid is essentially ‘pull/push’ of oid mor- 
S-S 
=2 2 
=I 
1 
s, 
Picture of ‘pull’ l7,, ‘push’ U2. 
W) 
S oid, nl, II2 morphisms, consider R = (S)I7, X U2 a suboid of S, X S2 and con- 
sider (1.6) which is the ‘equivalent but reduced’ version of (1.7). 
Now conditions can be imposed on p1 or p2 or (1.6) to give various important 
special kinds of relations. First for p1 in increasing order. 
Conditions 1.37. (a) p1 is object onto. 
(b) p1 is object and arrow onto. 
(c) The object function is a bijection and p1 is arrow onto. In this case we say 
p1 is a congruence. 
Clearly (c> + (b) 3 (a). 
We will show in Lemma 1.38 that the relations R satisfying (1.6) with p1 a 
congruence are exactly the relational morphisms of oids. 
We would say R is object onto, object and arrow onto iff (1.6) holds with p1 
satisfying Conditions 1.37(a),(b), respectively, etc. 
On p2 of (1.6) we choose to impose that p2 is faithful (i.e. the object function is 
arbitrary but the function on each horn-set is injective). 
In Lemma 1.38 we will show that the relations R satisfying (1.6) with p1 a 
congruence (Condition 1.37(c)) and pz faithful are exactly the -K of oids. 
Lemma 1.38 (Factorization Lemma for relational morphism and division). (a) Let 
cp : S, 4 S, be a relational morphism. Let R(q) c S, x S, be defined by: objects of 
R(q) = {(c, ‘pc,): cl E Obj(S,)} and arrows are (c,, qc,~~(c2, ‘PC,) with 
c, -% c2 in S,, ‘pc, a qx, in S, and p E qoa. Then R(q) is a suboid of S, X S, and 
RW - S2 
I 
P2 
PI 
Sl 
(1.8) 
with p, a congruence. 
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Conversely, let 
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R----------,S 
P2 2 
Pl I 
Sl 
W) 
be given with p1 a congruence. Replace R by (R)p, X pz C S, X S, if necessary. 
Then R is a sub-oid of S, x S, and (1.9) holds with p1 a congruence. 
Define rp = q(R) by object functionp;‘p2 andp;‘p, : S,(c,, c2)-+ S2(c1’p, yp). 
Then cp is a relational morphism and q(R(cp))= cp and R((p(R))= R (when R is 
replaced by (R)p, X p2). 
(b) Let cp : S, < S, be a division. Then 
wp,-S 2 
PI 
1 
(1.10) 
Sl 
is such that p1 is a congruence and p2 is faithful. 
Conversely, given (1.9) with p1 a congruence, p2 faithful, and R replaced by 
(R)p, x p2 if necessary, then q(R) is a division. 
cp(R(<p)) = q~ and R(q(R)) = R (when R is replaced by (R)p, x p2). 
Proof. Not hard. Cl 
Remark 1.39. (a) Division is not just sub-oid and morphism image, since image of 
faithful morphism need not be a sub-oid. The ‘pull Congruence’I‘push faithful 
morphism’ or equivalently, suboid of the direct product, is the correct formula- 
tion, due to Tilson. 
(b) Faithful morphisms closely resemble the (Rees) matrix construction with 
the identity matrix over an oid. See [7, Part I]. 
Given S, E Sgoid and X = Obj(W), but without W otherwise determined, 
choose q :X-+ Obj(S,). Then construct R(q, S,) = W E Sgoid, the matrix-oid 
over S, with respect to cp by Obj( W) = X, arrows x, $x2 iff Q! E S2(xlqD, x2’p) and 
multiplication x1 5 x2 % x3 = x1 5 x3 with y = cup in S,. 
Then W-+ S, given by q on objects and x, G x2 to xl’p Gx,cp is a faithful 
morphism which can be restricted to any suboid with objects X. 
Note matrix-oids get smaller (precisely not larger) in <, i.e. matrix-oid 
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(S,) < S,. Hence full sub-oid, sub-oid, inverse image under faithful morphism, 
congruence, get smaller (precisely not larger) in <. 
(c) Tilson’s philosophy may be that functions are important, hence a function 
not a relation on objects. However, even important functions may not be 
multiplicative so relations with some restrictions are allowed on the horn-sets so as 
to ‘generate a multiplicative relation from a function’. Thus on horn-sets we give 
up function to obtain ‘multiplicative’ while on objects the function remains. 
2. Proof of Theorem I 
Recall from Characterization 1.9(b) that for each integer n 2 0, ii denotes 
that member of FSgoid with n + 1 objects (0, 1,2, . . . , n} with fi(i, j) empty for 
j I i and exactly one arrow for i < j. The multiplication of composable arrows is 
the only one possible. See also Characterization 1.10 and Lemma 1.32. 
We let x denote the direct product of oids. 
Key Lemma 2.1. Let C, , C, E FCat. Then, Vn 2 0, C2 X 6 < C, ifs C2 < C, . (See 
Remark 2.2.) 
Proof of Theorem I assuming Key Lemma 2.1. Given C,, C2 E FCat with C, .I C2, 
consider C, v (C, x ii)‘. Them clearly C, < C2 v ( Cz X ii)’ -K Cz since C, < C, v X 
for all X E FCat and C2 x ii < C2, so ( C2 x ii)’ < C; = Cz. Key Lemma 2.1 implies 
3n ~0 such that C, 5 C, v C2 x ii since in the contrary case Vn 2 1, C, X ii < C, , 
which by Key Lemma 2.1 implies C2 < C,, a contradiction with C, 5 CZ. 
Hence 3 n L 0 such that C, 5 C, v (C, X ii) < C,. 
Now if C2 < C, v ( CZ x ii), then since C, is connected (see Fact 1.34(b)) 
C2 < C, or C2 < ( C2 x ii). However C2 < C, is excluded by the hypothesis that 
C, 5 CZ and ( C2 x 6) is trivial (see Lemma 1.32)) so C2 < ( CZ X ii) would imply C, 
is trivial, which it is not by hypothesis. Hence 
c, 5 c, v (C, x ii)’ 5 c, 
and Theorem I is proved assuming Key Lemma 2.1. Cl 
Proof of Key Lemma 2.1. The + direction is trivial since n’ < 1’ and thus Vn 2 0, 
(C: x ii) -c cz x 1’ = c2 -c c, . 
The + direction can be viewed as an application of the Tychonoff theorem (see 
[3]) that a countable product of compact metric spaces is a compact metric space, 
so every sequence has a convergent subsequence. This is also ‘the well known 
argument that proves Ramsey’s theorem’. We give this simple direct argument 
below. See [ll]. 
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Let Obj(Ci) be denoted by oj. 
For each n L 0 let f, : C, x ii < C, be a division. Recall the objects of C, X ii are 
0* x (0, . . . ) n} .Let [7 be a new symbol. For n, i Z- 0 denote by f&), f, restricted 
to Qz x {i} (and considered as a function of c E o2 onZy) if i 5 n and constant 0 
for i>n. 
Now the ‘idea’ of the proof is -expressed as follows in (a)-(c). 
(a> For 0 I i, < i, < i, 5 n, 
(C, x i;)‘(f?. x {iI, i,, i3}) G (C, x 2). . 
Proof obvious. 
(b) Let fi: (C, x z>* < C,. Suppose f&,) =_& =_&I =f and the injec- 
tive relation f2 : (C2 X i)*((C, , i), (CJ, j))-+ (C2 X i)*(c,f, cif >, for 0 5 
i I 1, 1 I j I 2, i < j does not depend on (i, j) but only on q,, cJ and is 
denoted by y . (This condition is denoted ‘f, 1 4x pi, Jo is independent of 
{i, j}‘.) Then C, < C,. 
Proof obvious; see the following picture: 
If 
f (2,O) = f(2,l) = 42,2) = f7 
f102x(o,l) = f l02x(1,2) =fl c72x{o,2} = Y, 
then f:C,<C,. 
(4 Take each f, and restrict it to O2 X {iI, i,, i3} with 01 i, < i, < i, 4 n. 
Find one satisfying (b) by a ‘compactness Ramsey-type argument’, 
proving Key Lemma 2.1. 
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Let F(A, B) denote all functions of A into B. Let X = F(E&, 0; U {El}), X is a 
finite set and is given the discrete topology. Let M = F( (0, 1,2,3, . . .}, X) with 
the pointwise topology. M is a compact metric space. See [3]. 
For n > 0 let 3, E M with $,( j) = fin,ii. By compactness there exists a sub- 
sequence $, s;L2, Zk3, . . . which converges to s’ = (T(O) = g,, 5’( 1) = g, , . . .) E M. 
Convergence here means for each j, T’;(j) is eventually equal (and stays equal) to 
s’(j) for sufficiently large i. 
We give a direct ‘Ramsey-type proof’ of the existence of a convergent sub- 
sequence. Since X is finite, there exists a subsequence of {$}, 
s’ s q “2’ * - - such that S,l(0) is a constant independent of j. Let & = Za,. Then there 
exists a subsequence of & Za3, . . . , say Zp,, Z& . . . such that $( 1) is a constant 
independent of i. Let $ = s;il. Continuing in this manner yields a subsequence 
+ - + 
$7 sk,, Sk,? . * * such that z;,.(j) is a constant independent of i for i 1 j. 
This establishes the existence of the subsequence $, s;(*, . . . which converges to 
s’. 
Further, since f~i,j) E F(O,, Q) for i 2 j, it follows that each g, E F(o;, 4). 
Hence since F( 01, 4) is finite, there exists a subsequence 0 i jl < j2 < j3 < . . - 
(called places) such that 
Hence we have the following picture and condition: 
jl fi&,j,) 
j2 &kI,jz) 
j3 Gk,,i,) 
Sk, 
‘dj,gn = n( j,) such that kj 2 n imph f(k,,j,) = f. 
Let fklT fk2? . . - , fk,? . - . be the corresponding subsequence of divisors. Now for 
each ja < jb, let fk m ( ja, jb) denote the finite collection of injective relations 
where k, 2 n( ja) and k, 2 n( jb) (SO f~k,, j,> = ftk j ) = f) and otherwise let rn> b 
fk,( ja, j,) denote the symbol Cl. 
Let Y denote the possible values of fk,( ja, j,) for all a, b. Clearly Y is a finite 
set since each injective relation is considered mapping C2(c2, ch) into C,(c, f, c;f) 
or is 0 and c2 E Obj(C,), and Obj(C,) is a finite set, and Cz(cz, ci), C,(c,f, c;f) 
are finite sets. Place the discrete topology on Y. 
Let S = F(P, Y) with P = {( ja, j,): jp < jb} and let S have the pointwise 
topology. S is a compact metric space. See [3]. 
For n 2 0 let 6, E S, &, ( ja, jb) = fk ( ja, jb ). As before, by COIIpCtneSS (Or 
m 
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the direct ‘Ramsey-type argument’ there exists a subsequence Q,~, aX2, . . . , 
ff x, . . . which converges to 6! E S. 
NOW, as follows directly from the definition of di, , 6, ( ja , j, ) + Cl for ja , j, 
sufficiently large, so G( j,, jb) # 17 and is a collection of injective relations, all 
with the same object function f. 
Hence there exists a subsequence f,,, Lz, f,,, . . - of the divisors fkl, fk,, fk,, . . . 
such that Vja, j,, ja <j, 3n = n(j,, jb) such that for xi, Xj 2 ~1, d;,.(j,, j,) = 
&(i,, j,> = ati,, j,) e Y- {Oh 
I 
In the following we write (;Y( ja < jb) for cy ( j,, j,) with ja -C j, . The sequence 
a( jl < j,) = ab takes values in the finite set Y - (0). Hence we can choose an 
infinite subsequence of jl, j2, j3, . . . containing jl, namely ji” = j1 = jT, jr’ = 
$1) 41) jz, i3 , I4 , . . - such that a( jT < jr’)*= y , E Y - {Cl} is independent of b. Simi- 
larly we can choose an infinite subsequence of { jy’} containing jT, j;, namely 
j(12) = jT, j?’ = j;, jy’= jz, jy’, j’;z’, . . . such that Ly( jT < jy’)) = y, E Y - {O} is 
independent of k and cy ( j; < j:' ) = y, E Y - (0) is independent of k. Continu- 
ing for each n r 1 we can find a subsequence of { j,}, namely jy’ = j;, jr’ = 
jz, * * * > I, +) = j:, j!fj, = jz+I, jr,!,, jrj3,. . . such that for 11 YI n, (w( j: -K 
jr’)= y,E Y- {Cl} is independent of k. Since Y is finite, if n = ) Y( + 1 3i,q, 
lsi<q(n, SO that Y,=Y~ = y. Consider the places jT < j: -K jz+,. Then for 
sufficiently large k, 
iik( jT < j,*) = a( jT < j,*) = yi = y , 
UT -d+d = 4C C+J = yi = Y , 
and all object functions are f 
f 
Now using (a), (b) at the beginning of this proof and in (b) letting &O) = 
(2,1) = &2,2) =fand lettingf,lOzxfO 1j =_f2~4x~1,2~ =.f~~~~~~,~~ =Y we see C2 < 6 
This proves Key Lemma 2.1. Cl ’ 
Corollary of Theorem I. If C, , C2 E FCat, C2 connected and non-trivial and 
C, I: C2, then 3 C,, , C,, , . . . , C,, , . . . E FCat such that 
Remark 2.2. Key Lemma 2.1 holds exactly as stated if C, , C2 E FSgoid replaces 
C, , C2 E FCat. 
3. Proof of Theorem II 
To prove Theorem II we first use Theorem I to find an unconnected C strictly 
between C, and C2. C is non-trivial since C, 5 C and C, is non-trivial. 
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In this section we develop techniques to connect C yielding C such that 
C, 2 C < C 5 C,. To do this we introduce the ‘zig-zag’ metric on the objects of 
the category and connect the pieces with ‘zig-zags’. 
Definition 3.1. (a) Let CEFCat. The (multi-edged) directed graph 
G,(C)(G,,(C)) h as vertices the objects of C and a directed edge from cl, c2 iff 
C(c,, c2) # 0 (for each member of C(c, , c,)) and no edge from c1 to c2 iff 
C(c,, c*) # 0. 
For example, if C = E& 
Picture of E2(GDM(E2)). 
and G,(E;) is 
. ,Ti . 
Picture of G,(E;). 
The picture of G&C) and C is the same. Note that on both directed graphs 
c, * c, + c3 implies c, + cg and Vc, c /) by the category axioms. 
(b) Let C E FCat. Define a metric M, on Obj( C) which is non-negative integer 
valued or +m, as follows: 
(i) M,(c,,c,)=O iff c1 = c2. 
(ii) For c1 f c2, M&c,, c2) is the smallest positive 
exist alternating arrows q, a*, . . . , a,, in C such that 
“I a2 “3 “4 ff 1 “2 “3 
integer n such that there 
“4 
-t---w-- - - or c---j t---w -. - 
beginning at c1 and ending at c2. Precisely, 3n L 1 arrows cyl, . . . , a, such that 
Z&) = Cl, E(a,) = E(a,), Z((Y~) = Z(a3), E((Y~) = E(a4), . . . ending at c2; mean- 
ing for n even, Z(ac,) = c2, n odd E(a,) = c2, or E&) = cl, Z(CY,) = Z&J, 
E(a,) = E(q), Z(ag) = Z(1y4) ending at c2 meaning n odd Z(a,) = c2, n even 
&a,) = c,. 
When no such positive integer exists we set M&c,, c2) = +a. 
Fact 3.2. (a) M, is a metric. It never takes on the value +a iff C is connected. 
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(b) M, depends only on G,(C) (GDM( C)) and C is connected iff G,(C) 
(G,,(C)) is topologically connected. 
(c) If cp : C, < C, is a division, then 
(d) Let C EFCat. If XC Obj(C), define M&X, a) = min{M,(x, a): x E X}. 
Let C(non-trivial) = {c E Obj(C): C(c) 3 (1)). Suppose max{M,(C(non- 
trivial), a): a E Obj(C)} 5 k, i.e. the max distance of any object from some (the 
closest) non-trivial object is 5 k. Further suppose C < D. 
Then C < D(Y,) where Yk = {d E Obj(D): M,(D(non-trivial), d) 5 k}, i.e. C 
divides the full subcategory of all objects, whose distance from some (the closest) 
non-trivial object of D is 5 k. 
Proof. (a) That M, is a metric is easy to verify. 
(b) Trivial. 
(c) Critical but easy. Suppose cp : C, -K C, and M&c,, ci) = n. Let 
ff 1 42 
Cl =x0+x1+x2= * x, = cz 
be n alternating arrows of C, starting at c, and ending at c2. By definition of 
division there exist arrows &, . . . , iin of C2 such that 
Hence &l(q, c2) = ~12 &,(clv, yp). 
(d) Follows from (c) and Trivium 1.12 showing that under any division the 
non-trivial objects map into the non-trivial objects. This proves Fact 3.2. 0 
We do the following definitions for Cat. They could also be done for Sgoid. 
Definition 3.3. (a) An object c E Obj(C) for C E Cat is an out-object iff C(c’, c) # 
0 implies c’ = c and C(c, c) = (1) ( i.e. no non-identity arrows end at c). We 
denote out-objects by (c 3 C) or (C f- c). 
(b) An object c E Obj(C) for C E Cat is an in-object iff C(c, c’) # 0 implies 
c = c’ and C(c, c) = (1) ( i.e. no non-identity arrow begins at c). We denote 
in-objects by (c C_ C) or (C + c). 
(c) If C E Cat and p0 E Obj(C), then (C, pO) +_pl, denoted by c, is the 
following member of Cat; ,C is a full subcategory of C; the new objects of C are 
p1 ; the newPyws are p1 5 4 iff p0 5 4 is in C. The new products are pl(% 4 5 4’ 
equals p1 s q’ with p an arrow of C. We then adjoin the identity arrow at pl. 
Fact 3.4. (a) (C, pO) +pl, denoted by C, is a member of Cat which retracts onto 
c. 
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(b) p1 is an out-object of C, C( pl, pl) = {l} and C is connected (non-trivial) if 
C is connected (non-trivial). 
Proof. (a) The retract is given by pIf = pO and Vp E Obj( C), pf = p. Also let 
f: C(pl, q)-+ C(p,, q) be given by (cw)f = cy. 
(b) is trivial since pl(spO is an arrow of C. 0 
Definition 3.5. (a) Given (C + c) E Cat with out-object c, (C + c)-+p, denoted 
C, is that member of Cat which has C as a full sub-category, new object p, new 
arrows one, namely c Ap, new products none (since c is out-object and p is an 
in-object). Lastly, the identity arrow is adjoined to p. 
(b) Given (C 3 c) E Cat, (C 3 c) *p denotes that member of Cat which has C 
as a full sub-category, new object p, new arrow one, namely p-+ c, new products 
none (since c is in-object and p is out-object). Finally, the identity arrow is 
adjoined to p. 
Fact 3.6. (a) (C e c)+ p, denoted C, is a member of Cat which has a retract 
onto C. Further, p is an in-object of C. 
(b) (C 3 c) +p, denoted C, is a member of Cat which has a retract onto C. 
Further, p is an out-object of C’. 
Pro_of. (a) The retract f is given by F’f = c and Vc’ E Obj(C), c’f = c’. 
f: C(c, p)* C(c, c) = C(c, c) is given by If = 1. 
(b) Similar. 0 
Note 3.7. We write (C (I c)+p also as p +- (c I$ C), etc. 
Lemma 3.8 (Alternating Chain Lemma). Let C, , C, C2 E FCat with C, 5 C2 via f 
and C -K Cz via g. Further assume C, is connected and non-trivial while C is 
connected and trivial and the in-objects of C map onto Obj(C,) under g. 
Let k be the smallest positive integer such that Vc, E Obj(C,), M,(C,(non- 
trivial), cz> < k. 
Choose an arbitrary pO E Obj(C,) and choose p E Obj(C) an in-object such that 
pO f = pg. Then define D, for k even by 
and for k odd by 
Then D, has the following properties: 
(a) D, is non-trivial and connected; C, and C are full subcategories of D,; 
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(b) C, v C -K D, -K C2; 
(c) Vc E Obj(C), M,$D,(non-trivial), c) 1 k; 
(d) Let Dk(Obj(Dk) - Obj(C)) be denoted by 0; Then Dk- C, (in fact C, is a 
retract); 
(e) If C, -K D, then by Fact 3.2(d), C, < 0; < C, , a contradiction; hence 
(f) C, v C < D, 5 C, with D, connected and non-trivial. 
Proof. (a) Trivial. 
(b) Clearly C, v C -K D,. We show D, < C,. Let the division be given by h with 
h equal to f on Obj(C,), h equal to g on Obj(C), and p,,f=pg =p$ s:P for 
i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
Now for d,, d2 E Obj(D,), d, # d, and D,(d,, d2) #8 implies one of the 
following: 
(a’) d,, d, E Obj(C,); 
(b’) d,, d, E Obj(C); 
(c’) d, =pk, d,=p, kodd or dI=pk+ d,=p, keven. 
(d’) d, =po, d, =pl; 
(e’) d, =pi, d, =pitI, i odd; 
(f’) dZ = Pi+19 d, = pl, i even. 
Then let h :,D,(d,, d,)-, C,(d,h, d,h) be defined as follows: in case (a’) as f; in 
case (b’) as g; in cases (c’)-(f’), D,(d,, d,) is a singleton and let h map it into 1 
at p = p,, f = pg = pih. Now it is not difficult to check that this gives a division 
h:D,<C,. 
(c) Any path (in G(D,)) f rom a member of Obj(C,) to a member of Obj(C) 
must pass through k edges p0 +pl, p1 *p2, . . . , pk_l +p (k even, add one in k 
odd case) since deleting any of these edges disconnects D,. Hence (c). 
(d) The retract r is given by Vc, E Obj(C,) clr = c, while pO = plr = p2r = 
p3r = - - * = pg. 
The injective relations are defined in the obvious manner. Or we could use 
Facts 3.4 and 3.6 and that the composition of divisions is a division. 
Now (e) and (f) prove themselves as stated. 
This proves Lemma 3.8, the Alternating Chain Lemma. c] 
Proposition 3.9. (a) If C, E Cat is connected, then for n 2 1, ( Cz X ii)’ is connected 
(and trivial). 
(b) Vn Z- 1, (C, x ii)’ < Cz via f with (qi)f = c,. Further C2 X (0) are out- 
objects (C, x {n> are in-objects) which f maps onto Obj(C,). 
Proof. By (a) in the proof of Key Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show (a) for n = 1. 
Now since C, is a category Vc, E Obj( C,), (c2, 0) -+ (c,, 1) is in ( Cz x ii), i.e. 
(Cz x ti)‘(c,, 0), (c,, 1) # 0. Since C2 is connected, there exists an alternating path 
Q P Y 6 *t--_,+*** or z-% L$ from c, to ci via objects c2 = x0, x1, x2, . . . . Hence 
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in (C x i) we have 
(C,,O)=(Xg,O)~(X1,l)~(X~?O)~(Xg,~)~(~~,O)-$.... 
Now since V’x;, (xi, 0) is connected to (xi, l), (C2 x i)’ is connected. 
(b) Trivial. 0 
Proof of Theorem II. Given C,, C2 E Ce, C, 5 C, we use Theorem I to find n I 0 
such that 
c, 5 c, v (C, x ii)’ 5 c, . 
Now taking C, = C,, C = (C, x ii)‘, Proposition 3.9 shows that the hypothesis of 
Lemma 3.8 (the Alternating Chain Lemma) holds. Hence D, E %? and 
C, 5 C, v C < D, 5 C2 or C, 5 D, 5 C2 
proving Theorem II. Cl 
Final remark. The theorems can be extended to finite directed and non-directed 
graphs. See [8] and future papers. 
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